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Synopsis of the ART SHIFTING FESTIVAL

We are visual artists. Our task is to shape the content, the meanings, ideas, values   of each moment. 
Without this, our work is empty ...

Consequently, we question the moment of change we all are living (Shifting)

Art Shifting Festival is born with this restlessness and with the will to be the new container of con-
tents. The meaning finds new meanings.

New ideas should be stimulated, attracted and gathered around: from the purely artistic scope to the 
political and business world.

Shifting is holistic: everything is related to everything and everyone has a place.

Art Shifting Festival is an intelligent response in times of crisis, in times where everything is questio-
ned, where everything is possible.

And to achieve this we use tradition (knowledge) as well as the “C”-tools we use in our profession, 
because we do believe they are also the tools of a society with future:

 · creativity
 · communication
 · collaboration

***

From concret to general, from origen to Aim: 

From the tradition to the transformation:

Tradition as a source of inspiration / / Vanguard as a source of transformation / evolution / intelligent 
change/shift.

We rely on calligraphy and typography because it refers to our tradition as visual artists:
Our scope of knowledge.

The first statement of our MANIFIESTO is:
1. “ we want to be a focus of this new model issuer ”

The source of Light 光
... to sprout new answers…

.................................



The Program of the ART SHIFTING FESTIVAL is divided in three main areas:

1- A Photographic Exhibition (photos taken with different devices). PHOTOGRAPHY: is the Art of 
drawing with light. Now photography is also a conversation.

2 - A Round Table (morning): to discuss, review, analyze cause and everything related to Communica-
tion, Advertising, Values  , Creativity, Tradition and Vanguard, Technology, Economy, Banking, 
Culture... about Respect and Love ... the awakening of society.

2.2 - First Performace (noon-lunchtime): Culinary & music to the Speakers and attendees to the 
Round Table. 

3 - Night: GIG Show Multiperformance, Multidisciplinary showing the most beautiful balance 
between Traditions & Vanguards.

It will be held in Barcelona.

.................................

Nuria Antolí
(Directora de l’ART SHIFTING FESTIVAL)

“One should always remember that the art of a nation is not only the measure of its 
prosperity, but also of its intelligence” Otto Wagner (1896, Viena)
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